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SECTION II - SERVICE DESCRIPTIONS continued 
 
2.5 SERVICE OPTIONS continued 
 

2.5.24 MultipointSM 800 
 

MultipointSM 800 Service is a shared, inward switched service which permits inbound 
calls, originated by dialing an “800” number to terminate at a MultipointSM 800 customer's 
common line (i.e., business or residential line), provided a valid personal identification 
routing number (PIRN) is entered by the caller.  The MultipointSM 800 customer is billed 
for the calls rather than the call originator.  MultipointSM 800 intrastate service is only 
available in conjunction with MultipointSM 800 interstate service. MultipointSM 800 service 
completes calls to a Carrier-assigned 800 telephone number. The PIRNs entered by the 
caller determine the customer-designated telephone number to which the 800 call will 
terminate.  Each Customer may request any combination of the four digit PIRNs, 
excluding the PIRNs reserved for special use by the Company. MultipointSM 800 service 
employs shared 800 telephone numbers and, by conversion to MultipointSM  800 service, 
the MultipointSM  800 customer releases any ownership or exclusive rights of its 800 
telephone number to the Carrier. Under the nonvalidated option, MultipointSM 800 
customers may receive inbound MultipointSM 800 calls even if the calling party enters no 
PIRN or an incorrect PIRN. Under the validated option, the MultipointSM 800 customer 
may receive MultipointSM 800 inbound calls only when the correct PIRN is entered by the 
calling party. 
 
MultipointSM 800 calls are based on the time of day, length of call, and the airline distance 
between the originating and terminating location of each call. 
 
The service hours and per minute usage rates applicable to MultipointSM 800 service are 
set forth in the Flexible Rate Schedule, and apply to both validated and nonvalidated 
calls.  MultipointSM 800 calls are billed in one minute increments with a one minute 
minimum for each call. Any fraction of an increment is rounded up to the next whole 
increment. 
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